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new cassette
only titles

new audio book titles - cassette only
ROWLING,
J.K.

Harry Potter & The Philosopher’s Stone

Genre: Junior Fiction
7 cassettes
$56.20

Narrated by Judy Christy
Cat. No. 3342

Harry Potter thinks he is an ordinary boy - until he is rescued by an owl, taken to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, learns to play Quidditch and does battle in a
deadly duel. The Reason: HARRY POTTER IS A WIZARD!

new cassette
only titles

ROWLING,
J.K.

Harry Potter and The Chamber of Secrets

Genre: Junior Fiction
8 cassettes
$62.80

Narrated by Judy Christy
Cat. No. 3343

Harry Potter is a wizard. He is in his second year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry. Little does he know that this year will be just as eventful as the last...

ROWLING,
J.K.

Harry Potter & The Goblet of Fire

new cassette
only titles

Genre: Junior Fiction
17 cassettes
$137.20

Narrated by Judy Christy
Cat. No. 3344

It is the summer holidays and soon Harry Potter will be starting his fourth year at
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Harry is counting the days: there are
new spells to be learnt, more Quidditch to be played, and Hogwarts castle to continue
exploring. But Harry needs to be careful - there are unexpected dangers lurking...

forthcoming books

new cassette
only titles

Harry Potter
& The Order of the Phoenix
by J.K. Rowling
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BRAND,
Max

Jokers Extra Wild - A Western Trio

Genre: Adult Fiction - Western
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3360

5 cds

Narrated by John Burnley
$53.00 Cat. No. 3360CD

In “Speedy - Deputy” Speedy is a man whose last name is known to no one. He does
not use a gun, but he is still considered the deadliest of men. He is regarded as a
loafer and a drifter until he applies for the job of deputy sheriff. This is a revolving
position referred to as a “seven day” job because no one has lasted longer at it than
seven days.
The adventures of Max Brand’s popular character, Sleeper, continue in “Satan’s Gun
Rider.” Sleeper takes on a daunting task and his only ally is his beloved horse, Careless, who is immediately stolen.

new cd & cassette
titles

new audio book titles - cd & cassette

BROOKNER,
Anita

The Rules of Engagement

Genre: Adult Fiction - General
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3330

7 cds

Narrated by John Burnley
$66.20 Cat. No. 3330CD

“I have come to believe that there can be no adequate preparation for the sadness that
comes at the end, the sheer regret that one’s life is finished, that one’s failures remain
indelible and one’s successes illusory.”
Elizabeth and Betsy knew each other as school children. When they meet again in
later life one is safely married, the other most unsafely partnered. They discover that
what they have in common is the same capacity for making dangerous choices. Their
willingness to implement these choices reveals the fate that was spelt out in their very
different characters from the start.

The Vodka Dialogue

Genre: Adult Fiction - Mystery
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3370

5 cds

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson
$53.00 Cat. No. 3370CD

Cassidy Blair, twenty-nine years old and addicted to matching underwear, is up to her
G-string in trouble when she decides to pay off her credit card bill by taking on another
job as a sexual sleuth.
It’s a short step for someone who has spent a lifetime talking her way out of embarrassing incidents. But with best friends who keep showering her with free cocktails,
and a washed-out ex-boyfriend as a houseguest, can Cass actually manage to solve
a case? Is she smart enough to realise that when someone wants to take her out,
they’re not talking about an expensive dinner - they want her out of the picture?
And will she ever figure out that old school friend Sam Tasker is not just a gorgeous
man with firm legs, but a smart cop with Cassidy Blair in his sights?
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new cd & cassette
titles

BROOKS,
Kirsty

new cd & cassette
titles

John duff in “Jokers Extra Wild” is called “Daisie” around the logging camps, but don’t
be fooled. He is more than a match for any of the loggers in combat of any kind. But
is he a match for the mysterious ring he inherits, which brings constant trouble?

new cd & cassette
titles

BUCHANAN,
Bobbie

Keep the Branding Hot - The Pat Underwood
Story

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3336

Narrated by Pierce Bragg
$66.20 Cat. No. 3336CD

7 cds

In 1950 Pat Underwood was given the chance of a lifetime. The legendary Tom Quilty
offered him the management of his Bedford station in the East Kimberley. Pat never
looked back and went on to own Inverway station, which he turned into one of the
most productive and efficiently run family properties in the Northern Territory.
Pat was in the cattle business when shorthorns were run on vast, unfenced range
country; artificial waters were few and far between; poddy dodging was a way of life;
markets were small, unreliable and distant and the era of long-distance droving of big
mobs was in full swing.
By the time Pat retired, Brahman herds had replaced the shorthorns; properties were
fenced and vastly improved; roadtrains had taken over from droving; aerial musters
replaced many a horse and rider; and cattle markets had improved immensely. This
is the story of a strong and united family. Today the Underwoods remain a stalwart
force in the Territory cattle industry.

new cd & cassette
titles

new cd & cassette
titles

BYATT,
A.S.

A Whistling Woman

Genre: Adult Fiction - General
15 cassettes $114.00 Cat. No. 3352

15 cds

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson
$119.00 Cat. No. 3352CD

While Frederica - the spirited heroine of The Virgin in the Garden, Still Life and Babel Tower - falls almost by accident into a career in television in London, tumultuous
events in her home county of Yorkshire threaten to change her life, and those of the
people she loves. In the late 1960s the world begins to split. Near the university,
where the scientists Luk and Jacqueline are studying snails and neurones and the
working of the brain, an ‘anti-univeristy’ springs up. On the high moors nearby, a gentle therapeutic community is taken over by a turbulent, charismatic leader. Visions of
blood and flames, or mirrors and doubles, share the refracting energy of Frederica’s
mosaic-like television shows. The languages of religion, myth and fairytale overlap
with the terms of science and the new computer age. Darkness and light are in perpetual tension and the meaning of love itself seems to vanish; people flounder - often
comically - to find their true sexual, intellectual and emotional identity.

forthcoming books
The Merry Mistress
by Judith Saxton

Changing Fortunes
by Pamela Oldfield
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Genre: Adult Fiction - General
12 cassettes $94.20 Cat. No. 3325

12 cds

Narrated by Barbara Duncan
$99.20
Cat. No. 3325CD

Between August and November 1888 at least seven women were murdered in
Whitechapel. The gruesome nature of their deaths caused panic and fear in the East
End for months, and gave rise to the sobriquet which was to become shorthand for a
serial killer - Jack the Ripper.
For over a hundred years the murders have remained among one of the world’s greatest unsolved crimes, and a wealth of theories have been posited which have pointed
the finger at royalty, a barber, a doctor, a woman and an artist. Using her formidable range of forensic and technical skills, Patricia Cornwell has applied the rigorous
discipline of twenty-first-century police investigation to the extant material, and here
presents the hard evidence that the perpetrator of the Whitechapel murders was the
world famous artist, Walter Sickert.

FLETCHER,
J.H.

The Cloud Forest

Genre: Adult Fiction - General
14 cassettes $107.40 Cat. No. 3356

14 cds

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson
$112.40 Cat. No. 3356CD

When Colin is ten he discovers the cloud forest, an area of temperate rainforest on the
summit of Mount Gang Gang in tropical North Queensland.
The cloud forest is a place of haunting beauty, but it is also far more than that and it
weaves its lingering spell over Colin and his descendants. Charlie sets out to find it,
but fails. Arthur lives in the shadow cast by its memory.
But it is Jacqui, one hundred years after Colin, who finally unlocks its mystery and
fights to preserve it...

GOODALL,
Jane

new cd & cassette
titles

Portrait of a Killer

new cd & cassette
titles

CORNWELL,
Patricia

The Walker

9 cds

Narrated by Kaye Stevenson
$79.40 Cat. No. 3351CD

Plymouth 1967: Schoolgirl Nell Adams, all the newspapers reported, finds murder
victim on train. And there was her picture on the front page. So he knew her name
and he knew her face. His face, or lack of it, filled her nightmares until she woke
screaming...
London 1971: Nell Adams is now a university student in London, trying to put the past
behind her. But as a series of murders reveals a killer obsessed with Jack the Ripper,
Nell realises her nightmares might be coming true.
Detective Briony Williams, also just starting out on her life in London, is attached to
the team tracking down The Walker. The killer is a practised anatomist with a theatrical streak. Arranging his victims’ bodies in twisted parodies of Hogarth’s engravings,
in particular the Reward of Cruelty, he sends a perfectly extracted eye to the police
in a Tupperware container, with a defiant message. He’s planning a reunion with the
schoolgirl who found his first victim...
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new cd & cassette
titles

Genre: Adult Fiction - Mystery
9 cassettes $74.40 Cat. No. 3351

new cd & cassette
titles

GRABS,
Cyril

Gold, Black Gold & Intrigue - The Story of
Mount Morgan

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction - Australiana
6 cassettes $49.60 Cat. No. 3358

This is the story of Ironstone Mountain, later known as Mount Morgan, the greatest
single mountain of gold ever discovered. Mount Morgan was a familiar word on the
Stock Exchanges of the world in the early 1900s.
Profits from the mine flowed as far as the great oil fields of Persia and indirectly assisted the victory of the Allies in World War One. This is a riveting story of capital and
labour, intrigue, betrayal and fortunes won and lost.

GRABS,
Cyril

Queensland Desperadoes - Wild Tales of
Bushranging Days

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction - Australiana
6 cassettes $49.60 Cat. No. 3365

6 cds

Narrated by Clem Fechner
$59.60 Cat. No. 3365CD

new cd & cassette
titles

Many areas of Australia have their folklore heroes, criminal or otherwise - and central
Queensland is no exception. Queensland Desperadoes comprises six stories about
this State’s bushrangers, each based on fact and told in a thrilling way.
Set in the second half of the nineteenth century, the tales range from the senseless
murder of Patrick Halligan for 77 ounces of gold to the unrelenting hounding by the
police of the reformed bushranger Frank ‘Darkie’ Gardiner, from the brutal and planned
murders committed by a Gold Commissioner to the unplanned ones by the Kenniff
brothers. Cyril Grabs also included humorous tales; one about the amateur bushrangers who killed no one, robbed no banks and sometimes offered to pay for what they
took and another about the spirited Wild Scotchman who dared the traps to apprehend
him and then roared with laughter as, at point-blank range, a policeman’s revolver
misfired six times.
Queensland Desperadoes is a very readable collection of yarns about Queensland’s
wild and adventurous past.

GRAHAM,
Janice

Safe Harbour

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
8 cassettes $62.80 Cat. No. 3334

new cd & cassette
titles

Narrated by Clem Fechner
$59.60
Cat. No. 3358CD

6 cds

8 cds

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen
$72.80
Cat. No. 3334CD

As Canon of the Parisian cathedral of St John’s, Crispin Wakefield has attracted both
a loyal and devoted following but also the jealousy of his Dean. And while his faith
demands frugality, the expensive indulgences of his wife and daughters are threatening financial ruin.
Into this turmoil steps Julia Dramer, international actress and childhood friend from
Crispin’s family home back in Kansas. And, despite the different paths their lives have
taken, Julia and Crispin find comfort in a friendship deeply rooted in a common past.
With her partner Jona frequently away, Julia is drawn into the cocoon of Crispin’s family and his beloved cathedral. Deeply indebted, Julia uses her celebrity and wealth
to promote Crispin’s career, and offers him the moral strength he needs to stay the
course.
But though it is Crispin who guards the secrets of Julia’s traumatic childhood, he
knows nothing of the crippling fears that have left her dangerously in thrall to Jona.
When Jona’s business dealings lead him into deadly waters, she turns to Crispin for
support, igniting vicious gossip that consumes the already fragile underpinnings of
their lives.....
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Genre: Adult Fiction - General
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3349

5 cds

Narrated by William Sheehy
$53.00 Cat. No. 3349CD

An unforgettable novel about fleeting youth, high school football, legends and heroes,
and the many ways boys become men.
High school All-American Neely Crenshaw was probably the best quarterback ever
to play for the legendary Messina Spartans. Fifteen years have gone by since those
glory days, and Neely has come home to Messina to bury Coach Eddie Rake, the man
who moulded the Spartans into an unbeatable football dynasty.
As Coach Rake’s ‘boys’ sit in the bleachers waiting for the dimming field lights to signal
his passing, they replay the old glories, and try to decide once and for all whether they
love Eddie Rake - or hate him. For Neely Crenshaw, who struggles to come to terms
with his explosive relationship with the Coach, his dreams of a great career in the NFL,
and the choices he made as a young man, the stakes are especially high.

HARMS,
John

Loose Men Everywhere

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3357

5 cds

Narrated by Clem Fechner
$53.00
Cat. No. 3357CD

You have to be born somewhere, and John Harms was born in Chinchilla, Qld - a place
with no connection whatsoever to Australian Rules football except for the fanatical
devotion of the entire Harms family. Exiles in a land of rugby, outcasts among football
heathens - providentially, they also believed in a just and merciful God so there was
something to fall back on.
Loose Men Everywhere takes us back, in hilarious Harms style, to an earlier but not
necessarily gentler era. To World of Sport and Scanlen’s footy cards; to Oakey Under-12s, the worst team ever to strap on footy boots; to the 1989 grand final when the
dream of a Geelong premiership was just one straight kick away. And to a lifetime of
valiant hopes, plunging disappointments and third-quarter fightbacks: the lot of the true
believers.

new cd & cassette
titles

Bleachers

new cd & cassette
titles

GRISHAM,
John

forthcoming books

by Bernard Cornwell

The Conspiracy Club
by Jonathan Kellerman
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new cd & cassette
titles

Sharpe’s Havoc

new cd & cassette
titles

HOLT,
Albert

Forcibly Removed

Genre: Aboriginal Audobiography
4 cassettes $36.40 Cat. No. 3373

Narrated by John Burnley
$46.40 Cat. No. 3373CD

A first book from public figure, community worker and raconteur, Albert Holt. Forcibly
Removed is a personal story told with humour and a confidence that comes from experience and achievement. It reveals the journey of a spirited family who maintained
their dignity and fought to survive while living on Cherbourg Mission, Queensland, in
the mid-20th Century.

KELLERMAN,
Jonathan

A Cold Heart

Genre: Adult Fiction: Mystery
13 cassettes $100.80 Cat. No. 3338

new cd & cassette
titles
new cd & cassette
titles

4 cds

13 cds

Narrated by William Sheehy
$105.80
Cat. No. 3338CD

LAPD homicide detective Milo Sturgis has summoned his friend, psychologist Alex
Delaware, to the fashionable gallery where a promising young artist has been brutally
garrotted on the night of her first major showing. What makes it a strange case is the
lack of any obvious motive, and the luridly careful staging of the murder scene - which
immediately suggests to Alex not an impulsive crime of passion but the meticulous and
taunting modus operandi of a serial killer.
Alex’s suspicion is borne out when he compares notes with Milo’s associate, Petra
Connor, and her new partner, a strange, taciturn detective with a past of his own
named Eric Stahl. The Hollywood cops are investigating the vicious death of Baby
Boy Lee, a noted blues guitarist, fatally stabbed after a late-night set at a local club.
What links Baby Boy’s murder with that of painter Juliet Kipper is the shadowy presence of an abrasive fanzine writer. This alias-shrouded critic’s love-the-art/disdainthe-artist philosophy and his morbid fascination with the murders leads Alex and the
detectives to suspect they’re facing a new breed of celebrity stalker, one with a fetish
for killing rising stars, who’s made cold-blooded murder his own chosen art form.

forthcoming books
STREET DREAMS
by faye kellerman
Final Justice

by W.E.B. Griffin
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Genre: Adult Fiction: General
6 cassettes $49.60 Cat. No. 3362

6 cds

Narrated by Pierce Bragg
$59.60 Cat. No. 3362CD

Trapped behind barbed wire in an alien land, a man used to guarding his secrets is
compelled to set the record straight...
Imagine a faraway country that was once a friend of the West becoming the enemy,
its people isolated and savagely repressed by a tyrant known as Great Uncle. As one
of the country’s most celebrated writers and a war hero, the storyteller has a better life
than most - until he is made an offer he can’t refuse.
He must write a great novel, telling of the suffering of his people under the enemy’s
cruel economic sanctions and portraying Great Uncle as their saviour. This masterpiece must be completed in time for its international debut in three months - or else.
If the writer cannot - or will not - meet the tyrant’s deadline, he and anyone he cares
for will pay the ultimate price.

LIMERICK,
Louise

Dying for Cake

Genre: Adult Fiction: General
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3317

7 cds

Narrated by Joan Alexander
$66.20 Cat. No. 3317CD

Life has taken an unexpected turn for the women in a mothers’ coffee group. Baby
Amy has disappeared, and her mother, Evelyn, broken and distant in a psychiatric
hospital, won’t utter a word.
Desperate to find Amy, desperate to understand, the women cope with the loss in their
own ways. But Evelyn’s withdrawal has altered them irreversibly, and each begins to
look for something to satiate the cravings they had not allowed to surface before...
Joanna is dying for cake. Clare is longing to paint again. Susan wants to claw back all
the time she’s lost. Wendy is trying to forget the past. Then there’s Evelyn. Nobody
knows what Evelyn wants. But how can she not want her baby back?

LUNN,
Hugh

new cd & cassette
titles

The Tyrant’s Novel

new cd & cassette
titles

KENEALLY,
Tom

On the Road to Anywhere
Narrated by Geoff Bartholomew
7 cds
$66.20 Cat. No. 3333CD

When he wrote a memoir about his 1950s well-spent childhood, Hugh Lunn couldn’t
foresee what a bumpy, fantastic journey he was about to embark on.
For the next decade, Hugh’s life has a schedule but is never predictable after the book
becomes a surprise number one bestseller. All the characters from the book turn up on
his doorstep: Jim arrives, saying, ‘Open the door, Lunn - so I can punish you for your
sins.’ And Brother Basher rings to warn, ‘I’m gonna come round and rock your roof.’
Travelling around the country, Hugh meets hundreds of people with stories to tell. He
finds that, despite globalism, ordinary Australian stories inspire people - because they
come face-to-face with their own living memories.
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new cd & cassette
titles

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3333

new cd & cassette
titles

MAHONEY,
James A

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3335

5 cds

Narrated by Clem Fechner
$53.00 Cat. No. 3335CD

When hard work was a way of life...
James Mahoney remembers life on a mixed farm, cooking in camp ovens, problems
with wooden handles, gates, fences, and snakes, and cooling off under the willows
with billy tea after a hard morning’s work. And he recalls learning how to plough a
straight furrow, making money from rabbits, spuds, old bones and pigs, and clearing
the property of blackberries and bunnies, and washing done in a pioneer laundry.
They were the days when racing trotters had a daytime job in the baker’s cart, of
home-trained blacksmiths, of expert saddlers and coach painters, half-time school,
the mounted police, reading by kerosene lamp, noisy political rallies and looking for
Ben Hall’s gold.

new cd & cassette
titles

MAHOOD,
Marie

Legends of the Outback

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
5 cassettes $43.00 Cat. No. 3339

5 cds

Narrated by Dornell Wylie
$53.00
Cat. No. 3339CD

Outback writer Marie Mahood is the author of the much loved Icing on the Damper and
A Bunch of Strays. In the 1960s she raised cattle and kids on the world’s most remote
cattle station, Mongrel Downs, in the Tanami Desert.
Here she writes about the heroes, visionaries and eccentrics of Australia’s vast outback. Her thirty-two characters include the greatest drover and Gulf trekker of them
all, Nat Buchanan; prince of poddy-dodgers Harry Redford; the cattle king Sidney
Kidman; outback surveyor supreme and all-round good bloke Len Beadell; Aboriginal
warrior Jandamarra; Mat Wilson at the N.T. Depot store; gun shearer Jackie Howe;
drover Edna Zigenbine on the Murranji Track; explorer and goldminer Christy Palmerston in the heartland of Cape York Peninsula; eccentrics such as the Gulf Hero and
the Barkly Hermit; and drovers who were also painters and poets of repute.

MAIZEY, James &
WILLIAMS, Claire

new cd & cassette
titles

A Bushman Remembers

The Orphan Swaggy

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3368

7 cds

Narrated by Clem Fechner
$66.20
Cat. No. 3368CD

The Orphan Swaggy is a true life story about Outback Queensland in the 1930s. It will
hold its own in the company of A.B. Facey’s A Fortunate Life.
Jim was nine years old when his father died in a coal mining accident, leaving Jim’s
mother and three young children. To help make ends meet, Jim caught and stied pigs
for slaughter, looked after the family’s goat herd, worked in the school holidays as a
cowboy and was given a job with the drovers on the black soil plain. He also worked
underground with the horses at Blair Athol Coal Mine. Jim’s mother passed away
when he was fourteen and the house was sold to pay for her funeral. Jim rolled his
swag and left Blair Athol in search of work in the Outback.
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Matters of Trust

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3363

Narrated by Margaret Nielsen
7 cds
$66.20 Cat. No. 3363CD

Pregnant, and abandoned by her lover, Alice Meredith must make some tough decisions in order to secure a future for herself and the baby. In despair, she allows herself
to be persuaded to marry the much older Henry Lightfoot, owner of the Mere Hotel in
Chester, where Alice works as assistant manager.
While keeping her pregnancy a closely guarded secret, Alice continues her work at
the hotel and becomes involved in the lives of many of the guests. There’s her good
friend Edith, a permanent resident of the hotel, who runs away with a handsome doctor, with disastrous consequences. Then there’s the widowed Mr Lester with his young
daughter, Perdita, who must face yet more sorrow before too long.

new cd & cassette
titles

OLDFIELD,
Pamela

OLSEN,
T.V.

Rattlesnake

Genre: Adult Fiction: Western
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3361

7 cds

Narrated by William Sheehy
$66.20 Cat. No. 3361CD

The Apache wars had taken almost everything from Indian Jim Izancho. Now Senator
Warrender wanted the one thing he had left - his land - and Warrender’s Indian-hating son soon began a reign of terror against the Izancho family. The only man who
would save Jim was his boyhood friend, Sheriff Frank Tenney. Only Tenney could stop
a deadly feud between a white man - who happened to be his father-in-law - and the
Apache who had once saved his life, a man who had been pushed too far and was now
hell-bent on vengeance, a man as dangerous as a cornered rattlesnake...

PAX,
Salam

new cd & cassette
titles

Just when the future is looking brighter for Alice, someone from her past returns to
haunt her...

The Baghdad Blog

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3350

7 cds

Narrated by John Burnley
$66.20 Cat. No. 3350CD
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new cd & cassette
titles

In September 2002 a 29 year old Iraqi man living in Baghdad began publishing a diary
on the internet. He adopted the name Salam Pax and wrote in complete secrecy. He
was taking a terrible risk in writing freely about the dictatorship of Saddam Hussein.
As war approached, millions around the world found their way to Salam’s daily weblog
to read his funny and frightening reports of life in a city crippled by fear and slipping
into chaos. Then the bombs began to fall.....

new cd & cassette
titles

PIKE,
Glenville

Unsung Hereos of the Queensland Wilderness

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3248

7 cds

Narrated by Barry Nielsen
$66.20 Cat. No. 3248CD

This book is dedicated to the uncelebrated heroes and heroines of Far North Queensland. They were ordinary folk and they played a part often unseen and now all but
forgotten in the pioneering of our vast tropical region.
Many of these stories are told by the pioneers themselves, showing how they lived in
the 1880s and 1890s. Their stories are true memories handed down to me when I was
a lad over sixty years ago.
Our unsung heroes were the teamsters, stockmen, miners and early settlers who
became the first citizens of a raw, pioneering frontier. They built their bush homesteads and formed isolated communities connected to the civilised world only by stage
coaches, the overland telegraph and later steam locomotives.
Our story ends with the outbreak of World War I in 1914. Much of the pioneers’ world
would then change for ever and pass into the fading annals of history.

new cd & cassette
titles

WEIDENBACH,
Kristin

Mailman of the Birdsville Track - The Story of
Tom Kruse

Genre: Adult Non-Fiction Australiana
7 cassettes $56.20 Cat. No. 3331

7 cds

Narrated by John Burnley
$66.20
Cat. No. 3331CD

The Birdsville Track is one of the best known - and loneliest - tracks in Australia, and
for twenty years Tom was the mailman, battling the searing heat, floods and mechanical breakdowns. He made the run every fortnight, and was a lifeline to the isolated
settlements and stations along the way, delivering everything from letters to essential
supplies.
The Track is still just that - a track through the desert and sandhills. Tom began in the
days before reliable vehicles, good communication and air access in case of emergency. He made running repairs to his truck, he loaded and unloaded tons of stores to
ferry his cargo across flooded creeks. He kept people in touch with the outside world
- and was sometimes caught up in the grief of a lonely death.

new cd & cassette
titles

Tom Kruse always got the mail through - come drought, hell or high water. This is truly
a classic Australian story, and captures part of our history that is fast vanishing.

forthcoming books
LOVERS & LIARS
by josephine cox
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The Stone Mage and The Sea

Genre: Adult Fiction: Fantasy
9 cassettes $74.40 Cat. No. 3353

9 cds

Narrated by Barbara Duncan
$79.40 Cat. No. 3353CD

In a world where the huge, red-sanded deserts are ruled by Stone Mages and the vast
coastlines by Sky Wardens, any child with magic ability is taken away to the Haunted
City to be trained in the Change.
Fundelry is a small town much like any other in the Strand. The people have little
tolerance for anyone who stands out, and Sal and his father are strangers, running
from someone...or something. Sal is rescued from the local bully by Shilly and her
teacher Lodo, a mysterious tattooed man who seems to know more about Sal than
Sal himself. And, strangely, Sal’s father seems to want to stay put for a while.

new cd & cassette
titles

WILLIAMS,
Sean

ZAFON,
Carlos Ruiz

The Shadow of the Wind

Genre: Adult Fiction: Romance & Thriller
13 cassettes $100.80 Cat. No. 3372
13 cds

Narrated by Geoff Cass
$105.80 Cat. No. 3372CD

It is 1945 and Barcelona is enduring the long aftermath of civil war when Daniel Sempere’s bookseller father decides his son is old enough to visit the secret Cemetery of
Forgotten Books. There Daniel must ‘adopt’ a single book, promising to care for it and
keep it alive always. His choice falls on The Shadow of the Wind.
Bewitched, he embarks on an epic quest to find the truth about Julian Carax, the book’s
mysterious author. Soon Daniel is consumed by strange discoveries about love and
obsession, art and life, and how they become entangled within the shadow world of
books.
The Shadow of the Wind is a mesmerising love story and literary thriller, which twists
and turns and enthralls with its cast of vengeful souls, threatening spectres and innocent hearts.

Nights of Rain and Stars
by Maeve Binchy
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But soon the Sky Wardens will come to Fundelry - before then, Sal must uncover the
connection between Lodo and the mother he never met, in order to escape a fate that
seems to have been chosen for him before he was even born.

